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But publications by their very nature involve lots of people who
have honed other skills over the years and remain uncertain about
how best to spin text into type. In the rough and tumble of life,
many folks learn simply by doing.
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S

omewhere in your office there may dwell a publications
wizard who can edit copy with a flourish, spec type down
to the last em-dash, check digital proofs with an expert
eye, and distinguish low-res gifs from high-res jpegs. That
person may even be you.

We hope this guide will save you some trouble, time, and money
by outlining the basic steps to a successful publication. We’ve
made this overview broad enough for anyone who works on
publications. The final section tells you where to look for more
detailed advice.
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establish an identity
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An organization’s tone should flow from its driving principles and
speak to the people it seeks to reach: a grassroots organization may
strive for authority, a campus group may strike an edgier pose,
and scientists may opt for dry precision.
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I

n order to be effective, every organization must eventually
find itself — not by hitching across country or listening to
the Grateful Dead, but by addressing fundamental questions
about purpose, audience, strategies, and goals. Although a
board of directors may settle most of this high and mighty stuff,
the staff usually sets the tone of an organization’s work.

Set the rules for your visual identity. Consistent use of color,
type, and logo placement can give your organization an easily
recognizable print and electronic presence. Keep your visual
guidelines slightly flexible, since your audience and purpose may
vary slightly from one project to the next.
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define your publication’s purpose
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Don’t count on holding anyone’s attention for long. Identify the
essential kernel of your message, and then use headlines, callouts, images, and captions to ensure that anyone who spends
five minutes with your publication gets the point. Remember the
paradox of the electronic age: by appealing to the reader with no
time, you increase the chances that reader will decide to make
time — and read most, or even all, of your publication.
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W

ho is your audience, and what do you want from them?
Are you out to change minds, garner votes, inspire
action, or pass the hat? Will these readers respond
better to friendliness or footnotes? Do they care passionately about
your topic, or must you draw them in? Do they prefer print, PDF,
or HTML?
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budget & schedule

P

lan well and communicate clearly, early, and often.
First, decide which of the three variables of publications
production  — speed, complexity, and cost — concern
you most. These are inexorably linked. When you increase the
complexity of a piece, you may slow down the schedule and
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increase the price. When you tighten the turn-around time, you
risk rush charges and may need to simplify.
 Timelines.

 Bids.

Most designers and printers can provide two types of
estimates: a loose budget figure if you need a vague price tag
early on, and a tighter estimate once you know exactly what
you want. Be sure to ask how long a bid will remain in effect
and under what circumstances the price would change.
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Working backward from the date you’ll
need the publication, schedule every step. Reckon first
class or bulk delivery time, if applicable, then mail house
processing, printing, design, your in-house approval process,
editing, writing, and research. Alert your web master if
the publication will be posted on your site. Account for
upcoming holidays, and determine whether time estimates
are premised on wide-open windows or particular
starting dates.

costs. Explain your cost constraints at the
start. Imaginative designers and printers can work together to
create high-impact pieces that make economical use of paper
and ink. Mail houses know which formats mail for less, as
well as how best to manage lists.

 Containing

 Changes.

Everyone’s estimates of time, money, and capacity
are based on your description of your piece. Alter your
publication, and all bets are off. Avoid changes  —  or at least
anticipate them, since with fair warning, vendors can try to
minimize the impact on your schedule and bill.
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prepare final text
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J

ust because the words are written doesn’t mean they’re
ready for print. Your draft may need substantive editing to
clarify the form and content; copy editing to repair damaged
grammar, punctuation, and spelling; and certainly proofreading
by someone with a fresh eye. If you’re writing for a newsletter
or other publication of fixed length, run a word count of a
previous issue and trim the text to match. As the draft navigates
your organization’s approval process, emphasize that it’s nowor-never time for changes.
Before you send files to the designer, ask about formatting
preferences. Eschew all upper-case type and avoid extra tabs
and spaces. When in doubt, leave out the fancy stuff and put
instructions in brackets or in the body of your e-mail.
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work with your designer
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W

hether you’re working with a design firm across town
or a colleague down the hall, a few steps can make
collaboration easier:

clearly. In your initial meeting,
describe the effect you want your publication to have. Bring
samples of your organization’s previous pieces, as well as any
publications with a look you covet. Resolve any conflicting
goals or preferences before this meeting. Choose one person
who will communicate with the designer, so as not to waste
time, energy, and money with mixed messages.

 Organize

your materials. Name your files logically,
include captions for photos, and outline the order of the
stories and artwork. If you can’t provide everything at once,
explain what’s missing and when you’ll have it. Understand
that some work cannot begin until the crucial pieces show up,
and anything that arrives late may disrupt the schedule.
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 Communicate

 Let

your designer create. If you hate green, say
so. Since you’ve decided to pay for professional expertise,
however, use it. Give your designer leeway to create a lively
and consistent piece without your micro-management of
such details as the type size or the style and placement of
each graphic element. If you see a problem, call attention to it
immediately. Share any solutions that occur to you, but give
the designer the flexibility to find some other fix.
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 Check

the page proofs.
Your designer will show you several
stages of work as your publication
develops. The first proofs or PDF
will probably be “roughs” intended
to give you a sense of the colors and
design. These will be followed by
pages with a tighter, more formal
layout. Final proofs should give you
a clear sense of exactly how your
piece will look when printed.
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You are responsible for everything
on a proof. Examine the text,
photos, captions, and illustrations
with pathological care, asking about
anything you don’t understand.
If others must approve the
design, make sure they see the
earliest proofs. It is simplest, least
frustrating, and cheapest to correct
a problem the first time it shows
up. When you must make changes,
mark small ones clearly on the
proof. E-mail any vast new swaths of
text. Triple-check any changes you
ask your designer to make.
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the impact of
changes. In the world of wordprocessing, eleventh-hour changes
have come to seem like a basic
human right. What page design
programs add in nuanced spacing,
hyphenation, and the arrangement
of photos and footnotes, they
sacrifice in their ability to
accommodate last-minute whims.
If you must make changes, consider
what your publication will bear. A
single digit or word can be altered
with relative ease, but you may
need to delete as much text as you
add to keep columns balanced or
to stop footnotes from blundering
onto the next page. Every change,
however small, complicates the
production schedule, so run a quick
cost-benefit analysis before you
uncap your red pen.
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use graphic elements
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O

ne picture may be worth a thousand words, but if
you know where to look, you can buy a good one for
very little cash. Stock photos and illustrations can add
visual flair to your publication. Newspapers will often sell onetime rights to photographs and cartoons. Even commissioning
original art or photography can be economical if you plan
wisely. Keep in mind that a few crisp images speak louder than
a dozen muddy ones. Get permission from the photographer,
illustrator, or organization, and remember to give credit.
Make sure all digital photographs are high-resolution (i.e., contain
enough pixels of information to print at the size you want to
use them). Images on the web usually contain only 72 pixels per
inch, but those in print generally require about 300. Photographic
prints should be as close as possible to the size at which you plan
to use them.
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work with your printer
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I

n order to streamline communication, pick one person in
your office to serve as your liaison with the printer, or ask
your designer to do this. Your designer can even gather
print bids and pick a printer for you. At the very least, the
designer needs to know in what format the printer wants the
job — either source files with fonts and linked art or a highresolution PDF — as well as any printing constraints. You can
have the printer bill you directly or through the designer, a
service for which the design firm may add a percentage to the
printing bill.
Whether you work with your printer directly or ask your
designer to handle print production, the three of you must share
information in order to stick to the budget and schedule and to
resolve any crises.
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conserve natural resources
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Some paper technologies tread more softly than others. Recycled
paper comes at the expense of fewer resources. Its pre-consumer
fiber passed a fleeting former life as unused paper; its postconsumer content served a more meaningful stint in printed
pieces before landing in recycling bins. Chlorine-free paper got its
tint without contributing highly toxic dioxins to our waterways.
(Unfortunately, the higher the recycled content in the paper, the
harder it is to account for the bleaching process in its past life. You
may have to settle for paper on which no new chlorine was used.)
Tree-free paper comes from fast-growing plants like bamboo.
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P

aper production is a messy process that gobbles trees,
laps energy, and spits out waste. Printing, too, involves
a heap of gunk you wouldn’t welcome on your dinner
plate. The best advice? Use less! Print only as many copies as
you need, regularly cull your mailing list, and request designs
that make efficient use of paper.

Inks are also looking up, with vegetable-based substances
replacing some of the scary stuff. An increasing number of printers
now have environmental certification from the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC), and a few are powered by renewable energy.
cutting edge design
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understand rights
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T

As you prepare your own publication, keep ownership rights in
mind. Reach an explicit agreement with all writers, designers,
photographers, and illustrators about who owns the final work
and how it may be used — and reused — in print and online. You
may want to protect your own work with a statement of copyright.
If your goal is to spread your ideas, you can invite others to
reproduce your work, as long as they credit you.
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he basic tenets of publishing law are to respect the rights
of others and to protect your own. Never reproduce an
image, chart, or text without permission from the source
and a printed citation, if required.
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continue your education
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 Marjorie

E. Skillin and Robert Malcom Gay’s Words into Type
sorely needs an update to bring it into the electronic age, but
their work still stands as a solid first source of information on
how to create a printed piece.
be fooled by the tiny size of International Paper’s Pocket
Pal. This affordable, portable, up-to-date classic contains
everything from a history of printing to a list of proofreader’s
marks, and defines terms from “airbrush” through
“wysiwyg.”

 Many

printers happily arrange plant tours — a marketing tool
for them but your chance to see how a publication actually
makes it onto paper. Look and learn.

 Going

postal? The U.S. Postal Service provides guidelines for
mailing panels, envelopes, and business reply devices that will
whirl through their scanners at minimum cost and, we all
hope, arrive posthaste: www.usps.com.
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 Don’t

 Questions

of copyright are best answered by the experts.
The U.S. Copyright Office provides exhaustive information
at www.copyright.gov.
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